
 

 

Middle School Blurb December 15, 2017 

 

Mrs. G’s Corner 

I wish all of you a Merry Christmas and a 

wonderful New Year to come!   The 5th 

Graders have been working very hard 

and we have accomplished quite a bit.  

We finished our novel, Wonder, and 

have started Esperanza Rising.  

Esperanza Rising is a story of a well off 

early teenager who loses her Dad and 

ends up starting a new life very different 

than before.  It is set in 1930’s Mexico 

during a time of severe economic divide 

between the rich and the poor.  The 

students are already engaged and are 

very interested.  Last week we started it 

and have already progressed along.  This 

week, we covered pronouns for 

Grammar and by this Friday, hopefully, 

all my reading assessments are complete 

from our guided readings.   

 

After the Christmas Break, we will still be 

working on Esperanza the first week 

back.  I will also issue new readings for 

each group as well.  Vocabulary and 

Grammar will still make appearances 

into the new year.   

 

Again, enjoy the Christmas holiday!  Like 

always, if you have any questions or 

concerns, see me or email me at 

grade4@stambroselatham.com.   

 

Merry Christmas! 

 

Mrs. G.   

 

Reminders: 

-Monday, 12/18 is our Christmas Play at 6:15 pm in 

the Church (students should be in classrooms by 

6pm, wearing a red or green top with black or 

uniform bottoms) 

-Thursday, 12/21 is our Christmas Celebration.  

Please send in $5 for lunch and refreshments by 

Wednesday 

-School Mass on Thursday, 12/21, at 9am 

-No School Friday, 12/22-Tuesday, 1/2 

Mrs. Spera’s Math 411 

Math 5 has just completed Chp. 5, which focused on division with multi-digit divisors.  

Next we will be moving into operations with decimals.  We will start with addition and 

subtraction.  Over break, they will have a take-home test to complete. 

Math 6 has entered the world of integers (negative whole numbers, along with 

positive).  We are learning how to represent them and about their values.  We will 

move into the coordinate graph next. 

Math 7 has been applying their knowledge of positive and negative numbers to 

rational numbers (decimals and fractions).  We will finish chapter 4 prior to break, and 

they will have a take-home test due when we get back. 

Math 8 is starting to connect some Algebra into Geometry.  We are working through 

the identification of angles and their measures. 

Mrs. Spera 

 

Mr. Barkamian’s Science Theory 

Grade 5 is working on our Motion unit.  We will continue 

working on this and will have a small test before we leave 

for break. 

Grade 6 is finishing up our Erosion chapter.  We will have 

a test before break. 

Grade 7 just completed the chapter on Cellular 

Respiration, Photosynthesis and Mitosis.  We have 

introduced the Genetics chapter, but will delve much 

deeper into it after break. 

Grade 8 has just finished up States of Matter and 

Pressure.  We will briefly begin Solubility, and delve much 

deeper into upon returning from break. 

Living Environment is finishing up the first half of our 

Ecology unit, which is a major portion of the NYS Regents 

exam.  We will begin the second half (Populations & 

Human Impact on the Environment) when we return. 
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